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IntroductionIntroduction:
• What is the coast?

• Introduction to the location

• A systems approach to understanding the coast

• History/causes of flooding

• Changes in risk of flooding
• How will the coast respond?

• What level of risk is there?
• How might we manage

• Conclusions and resources



Introduction
What is the ‘coast’?



Introduction to the location and environment



IntroductionKey characteristics of the area:
• extremely high tidal range
• exposed to prevailing winds / waves

• exposed to storms

• starved of sand

• low lying inland areas
• developed inland areas

• wide flat beaches/ dunes



Introduction
What roles does the coast have?

Defence
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What roles does the coast have?

Defence

Habitat



Introduction
What roles does the coast have?

Defence

Habitat

Resource



Coastal geomorphology

What are the key coastal influences in this area?

Use a systems approach…..

Waves   Tides
Wind   River
Storms   Sea level
Sediment supply Vegetation
Geology  Beaches
Dunes   Saltmarshes
Mudflats

Introduction



Coastal geomorphology

What are the key coastal influences in this area?

Use a systems approach…..

beach

waves sediment

sand dune

Introduction

How does this cope with changes in 
energy such as storm/ calm?





History of Flooding in Somerset?
There is a long history of flooding along the Somerset coast
30th January 1607

~2000 people drowned 520km2 land flooded Water depths of greater than 3m



History of Flooding in Somerset?There is a long history of flooding along the Somerset coast
13th December 1981

11km coastal defences overtopped / damaged Flood water reached M5
Cooling pump at Hinkley power station affected 1000 properties flooded
50km2 agricultural land inundated   2500 cows/pigs/sheep killed
~£25M damage



What makes this coastline so vulnerable to flooding?
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Causes of Flooding?



What makes this coastline so vulnerable to flooding? Causes of Flooding?

Tide Gauge Plots for
River Parrett, Bridgwater
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Storm surge
• onshore winds
• increased runoff
• low pressure

• raised predicted tide level 1.45m

• Elsewhere in the area it was raised 
by 2m



Areas Inundated by Sea Water
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Causes of Flooding?
What makes this coastline so vulnerable to flooding?



How will risks change in the future?

Large scale….

Future risks

• changes in the carbon cycle

• changes in the water cycle

• changes in sea level

• changes in storm surges



How will risks change in the future?

Local scale….

Future risks

• changes in sediment supply

• erosion of the beach and dunes

Committee on Climate Change (2018) stated 
existing government plans unaffordable to hold 
the coast and that we need to make some 
‘hard choices’ would affect low lying areas such 
as the Somerset Levels. 
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Managing-the-coast-in-a-
changing-climate-October-2018.pdf 

https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Managing-the-coast-in-a-changing-climate-October-2018.pdf
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Managing-the-coast-in-a-changing-climate-October-2018.pdf


Will our beach and dune system still be able to cope?

beach

waves sediment

sand dune

Future risks



Future risks
What is at risk?

• extensive flooding of the Somerset Levels

• importance of the very narrow dune ridge



What is at risk?
What is at risk?

• buildings and roads inundated

• significant environmental/economic/social impacts



So where might we be concerned about?



So where might we be concerned about?



So where might we be concerned about?



Options for CZMCurrent management issues at the site?
• very narrow ‘dune’ ridge

• ‘ad hoc’ coastal defences

• need management soon



Tourism disruption of the natural system.

beach

waves sediment

sand dune

Options for CZM?



Options for CZM
Future approaches to coastal zone management (CZM)

• different approaches needed depending on the issues

• we need CZM when one of the 3 roles of the coast is threatened
• defence
• habitat
• resource

• ….but how to decide on the approach to use?

• what criteria should we use to decide on the CZM approach?



Options for CZM

Coastal Management Defence Habitat Resource Cost Local Geomorphology



Options for CZM

Coastal Management Defence Habitat Resource Cost Local Geomorphology

Hard Engineering

Sea wall

Rock armour

Offshore breakwaters

Gabions

Groynes

Geotube

Soft Engineering

Beach nourishment

Dune Management

Saltmarsh development

Managed Retreat



Coastal management responses  cost Options for CZM

https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2
016/09/tm/cost-comparison-chart.pdf 

https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2016/09/tm/cost-comparison-chart.pdf
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2016/09/tm/cost-comparison-chart.pdf


Options for CZM

Good for defence/habitat/resource?



Good for defence/habitat/resource?

Options for CZM
Beach nourishment



Work with the processes and a systems understanding of how dunes work

• Restore dune vegetation
• Manage tourist access

• Repair eroded areas to maintain the natural barrier
Good for defence/habitat/resource?



Options for CZM

Coastal Management Defence Habitat Resource Cost Local Geomorphology

Hard Engineering

Sea wall

Rock armour

Offshore breakwaters Tidal range

Gabions

Groynes No longshore drift

Geotube

Soft Engineering

Beach nourishment

Dune Management Realistic?

Saltmarsh development Lots of mud available

Managed Retreat

Consider the narrow poorly defended area.



Coastal management responses :

Soft engineering solutions - dunes

• systems approach to understanding coasts helps

beach

waves sediment

sand dune

Healthy beach – healthy dunes

Will increase sediment supply to the dunes

Manage footpath access

Restore ‘natural’ dune – maintain or increase the barrier protecting the low lying land



Summary:

• Location is important locally & nationally human/physical environment

• Has a history of flooding and the situation will worsen with climate change

• A range of response are required to provide defence / habitat / resource

Only with a detailed understanding of the physical environment and also the human 
pressures that are placed on it can we manage this coastline into the future….

…geographers are very well placed to deliver this….

Summary



ResourcesResources :
• Time for Geography – Coastal management videos 
•  https://timeforgeography.co.uk/videos_list/coasts/ 

Another case study- Dawlish Warren : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvBkGHKwRgo

Chris.Spencer@uwe.ac.uk

https://timeforgeography.co.uk/videos_list/coasts/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvBkGHKwRgo
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